Introduction
Marine protected and marine reserves areas have been promoted as conservation and fishery management tools to hedge marine life and sustain ecosystems. The following definitions have emerged as commonly used terms [25] :
Marine Reserves are defined as areas completely protected in perpetuity from all extractive and destructive activities. Marine reserves are also known as "no-take areas" or "no-take/no-harm areas".
A "no-take" aquatic reserve means people are not permitted to fish by any method, destroy marine life, or collect dead or alive marine organisms, including empty shells. Reserves are a special category of marine protected areas.
Marine Protected Areas (MPA) are defined as areas designated to enhance conservation of marine resources through legal protections from disturbance, According to recent studies [1, 2] , [10] - [14] , [18, 24, 26, 27, 32] MPAs extend age structure of targeted species, sustain higher rate of reproduction, provide insurance against management failure, restrict fishing mortality, allow habitat to recover. Recent interest in modeling MPA has largely been driven by hope to fill some of the knowledge gaps and predict effectiveness of the reserves.
Two general approaches have been used to model MPA: mathematical models based on systems of ordinary differential equations (source-sink models) and empirical models based on the fitting programs. Canonical logistic models of MPA [8, 7, 13, 14] are only capable of generating trivial equilibrium dynamics and unable to capture complex behavior often observed in nature; do not incorporate age structure and selective harvesting. In the existing patchy models [35] homogeneity of the patches, i.e. identical patches, is assumed; the latter undermined the actual MPA design. The empirical models are based on the fitting programs such as spatially explicit Ecopath-Ecosim models [6] and produce a deterministic appraisal of current fisheries. The equilibrium model for predicting the efficacy of an MPA [33] is a step towards new ways to understand the benefits of MPA networks. Note that the effects of specific larval dispersal patterns on MPAs have been addressed via integro-difference equations in [17] .
We introduce a MPA delayed model that incorporates age-structure, explicit spatial characteristics such as diffusion and/or migration; management criteria, such as the number of reserves, areas allocated to the protected and fishing zones, and selective harvesting strategies. The resulting model of an age-structured fish population belongs to a class of nonlinear systems of differential equations with delay, and presents interesting, non-trivial and unexpected mathematical problems that we will study.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present biological motivation and description of the model. Biologically motivated conditions for the existence of positive steady state solutions are obtained in Section 3. The questions of the boundedness, interval bounds and persistence of positive solutions are studied in Section 4. By applying a new results obtained by authors in [19] and the Argument Principle techniques, sufficient conditions F o r P e e r R e v i e w for stability of the model are obtained in Section 5. In the last Section via numerical simulations we illustrate our findings, discuss stability switches, and show that our model reflects the complexity of the natural setting.
Delay Model of Marine Protected Areas
To describe the ecological linkage between the reserve and fishing ground, we will consider two regions that have two areas A 1 and A 2 . Assume that fishing takes place only in region 2, with region 1 established as a MPA or no-fishing zone, and fish is dispersing between the two areas. It is well-known [7, 11, 31] that possible values of the system's control parameters are strongly related to biological and spatial characteristic, such as fish age and the size of the protected area. Let t denotes a time and a chronological age. We define the following functions: u 1 = u 1 (t, a) is the age distribution of the fish population in the MPA; u 2 = u 2 (t, a) is the age distribution of the fish population in the fishing area; M 1 (t, a) is the natural mortality rate in the MPA; M 2 (t, a) is the natural mortality. Let D 1 (A 1 , a) be a net transfer rate, i.e. some net flow of adult fishes from the reserve, and D 2 (A 2 , a) is the immigration rate from the fishing area to the reserve, say larval dispersion. We assume harvesting with a varying harvesting rate H(t, a). Maintaining harvesting by restricting harvesting to fishes above a certain age or size (selective harvesting) is important and prevents population extinction.
Based on the conservation law [5, 34] , we introduce the following model:
, where ω i (a) denotes initial conditions. If τ ≥ 0 is the maturation time, then the total matured population x i (t) at time t is defined as
It is biologically reasonable to assume that only mature fish (with a > τ ) can reproduce and the reproduction rate depends on the mature population, 
As an example, we can choose Ricker's form [5] of the birth function:
with positive constants α i (i = 1, 2).
To tackle system (1), we used methods based on the technique of integration along characteristics [29, 30] . The resulting model for matured population becomes a system of DDE:
and for t ∈ [−τ, 0]
where
Functions B i (x) represent the growth rate, including a decreased survivorship γ i (τ ) over a longer incubation or maturation time. The general feature exhibited by functions B i (x) is that the population growth rate is positive when the population size is small, and then the birth rate function increases until it reaches the carrying capacity
and then it decreases due to the crowding effect.
Equilibrium Analysis
To find all equilibria of system (3)- (4), we set From system (5) we have two curves:
Apart from the zero solution, system (6) has a nontrivial positive solution (x 1 , x 2 ).
Theorem 3.1 System (3) has a unique internal positive equilibrium if the following conditions hold:
Proof. To prove the existence of a nontrivial equilibrium, firstly note that curves L 1 and L 2 have asymptotes
and
correspondingly. Clearly,
thus, for sufficiently large x 1 , points on the curve L 1 lie above the corresponding points of the curve L 2 . On the other hand, in the neighborhood of the origin, conditions (i)-(ii) guarantee that points on the curve L 2 lie above points of the curve L 1 . Therefore a positive internal equilibrium of system (3)- (4) exists.
To prove that this equilibrium is a unique point, firstly, we note that from system (6) 
If x 1 moves from 0 to ∞, then
The latter equality and inequalities (7) guarantee
is a monotone increasing function with
Similarly, let ϑ be a polar angle of the point on the curve L 2 . If x 2 moves from 0 to ∞, then ϑ(x 2 ) is a monotone decreasing function, with
At the equilibrium point θ = ϑ, increase of the function θ and decrease of the function ϑ guarantee the uniqueness of a nontrivial equilibrium. Let none of the conditions (i)-(ii) hold. Then for any x 1 > 0 and
Therefore the equality θ = ϑ is impossible, and the positive equilibrium does not exist. Theorem 3.1 is proved.
Remark 3.1 Without migration
is a direct extension of the well-known Nicholson models [5] . Nonmigration systeṁ 2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 [30] , the equilibrium point x 1 = x 2 = x is called a homogeneous equilibrium. In order to obtain the condition of existence of such an equilibrium for model (3), we shall use system (5).
Remark 3.2 According to

Proposition 3.1 If
, then a homogeneous equilibrium of system (3) exists, and
Boundedness of the Solutions
Consider system (3) with initial conditions (4) in a vector form
We denote 
where a is defined by (11) , and remains in it.
Proof. Note that from standard differential equation theory [4] (10) we have
For 0 < ϵ < min(m 1 , m 2 ) we have
Thus all solutions of system (3) along with system (10) are bounded. We note that due to usual arguments (see for example [16] ) the local solution is not a global solution if there exists t 1 > 0 such that lim sup t→t 1 − |x(t)| = ∞. But all solutions of system (10) are positive and bounded functions, hence every local solution is also a global solution. As x 1 (t) > 0, x 2 (t) > 0 we have from (12) that there exists t 0 , such that x i (t) < 2W/ϵ < a (i = 1, 2) for t 0 ≤ t < ∞. Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
Stability Analysis
Note that the general theory of scalar nonlinear DDEs has been well studied [16] , whereas the theory of the systems of DDEs, especially nonlinear systems, is a relatively new research endeavour [9, 28, 35] . This raises the issue as to whether the techniques developed for scalar equations can be further extended to the systems of DDEs. For a scalar Nicholson delay differential equatioṅ
the delay-dependent asymptotic stability condition was obtained in [15] (see also [3] ):
There is a critical value of the time delay that switches stability to of a limit-cycle type fluctuations. According to [23] , the period of the cycles is set mainly by the delay τ and mortality rate m. High values of γτ and mτ will give large amplitude cycles.
A non-migration model (9) is a decoupled Nicholson system, therefore the conditions
guarantee the global asymptotical stability of the steady state solution of system (9) for all t > 0 and τ ≥ 0. Consider a nonlinear system dx dt
where 
hold. Then there are positive constants σ and C such that every solution x(t) of the system (13) satisfies the inequality
Based on this theorem, we also proved
then zero solution of the system (10) is globally asymptotically stable.
Then a linearization of system (10) has the following vector form
The stability of a nontrivial equilibrium of system (15) is determined by the roots of the quasi-polynomial characteristic equation 
Note that q > 0, s > 0. We assume that
Clearly, conditions (19) imply the inequalities α i x i > 1 (i = 1, 2), thus all functions c(τ ), r(τ ) and d(τ ) are positive functions. Denote
If for any root λ of equation (17) we have Re (λ) < 0, then system (15) is asymptotically stable. If there exists a root λ, such that Re (λ) > 0, then the system is unstable [21] . To investigate stability of system (15) we shall use the argument principle [20] . Consider a contour K of a complex plane consisting of a segment
By the principle of argument [20] , if λ moves along K, then ∆ Arg F (λ) = 2πN , where N is a number of roots of equation (17) inside the contour K. Hence, the necessary and sufficient condition for asymptotic stability of system (15) is ∆ Arg F (λ) = 0, when λ moves along K with sufficiently large R. We call the curve F (λ) a hodograph. Since λ 2 is the main term in F (λ), we have ∆ Arg F (λ) → 2π, while λ moves along the curve C R with R → ∞ . Hence, for the asymptotic stability of system (15) it is necessary and sufficient to have the condition
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Finally, since Arg F (0) = 0, we have the following stability diagnosis procedure for system (15) . Firstly, draw curve (21) (15) is asymptotically stable, otherwise it is unstable. For the qualitative estimations of the stability domain we shall provide the explicit sufficient stability conditions in the space of the parameters.
Theorem 5.3 If
then Re (λ) < 0 for any root λ of quasi-polynomial (20) .
Proof. Condition (22) 
In Fig.1a Fig.1 were calculated by the MATLAB program DDE23.
"Delay-independent" stability condition is constructed in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 If
Proof. First condition of (25) Consider now instability condition for system (15). in hodograph (21) . The left-hand side of inequality (26) 
Theorem 5.5 If
Let ωτ > π 4
. The right-hand side of (26) implies
hence (see (21) 
Discussion
In this paper, we made an attempt toward modeling and analyzing a simple marine protected areas model for a fish population. The novel aspect of our model is the incorporation of age structure, migration and selective harvesting. The resulting model belongs to a class of nonlinear delay differential equations. Specifically, we obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of steady equilibrium points. We also proved that all solutions are nonnegative and bounded for every set of the positive initial functions and initial conditions. For qualitative estimations of the stability domain in the space of parameters along with the stability diagnosis, explicit sufficient 15   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w stability conditions are obtained. To find the regions of local stability or instability of the system, we used the Argument Principle for a direct analysis of the characteristic equation. We would like to point out that assumptions and constraints for all theorems in this paper are biologically motivated.
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